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Abstract
In this work, a new version of KNOSOS is presented. KNOSOS is a low-collisionality
radially-local, bounce-averaged neoclassical code that is extremely fast, and at the same time,
includes physical effects often neglected by more standard codes: the component of the
magnetic drift that is tangent to the flux-surface and the variation of the electrostatic potential
on the flux-surface. An earlier version of the code could only describe configurations that were
sufficiently optimized with respect to neoclassical transport. KNOSOS can now be applied to
any large aspect ratio stellarator, and its performance is demonstrated by means of detailed
simulations in the configuration space of Wendelstein 7-X.

Keywords: neoclassical theory, transport, optimisation, stellarators, magnetic confinement
fusion

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

An accurate calculation of radial neoclassical transport is
important for both tokamaks and stellarators. In tokamaks,
deviations of the magnetic field from axisymmetry (caused,
for example, by ripple due to the finite number of coils or
by resonant magnetic perturbations) can result in significant
neoclassical damping of the toroidal rotation [1]. In stellara-
tors, their intrinsically three-dimensional configurations leads
to specific neoclassical transport regimes (see e.g. [2, 3])
that produce radial energy transport comparable, and often
larger, than its turbulent counterpart [4]. Although typically
less demanding than gyrokinetic codes, the computational
cost of neoclassical simulations is crucial for a thorough

∗ Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
a See Klinger et al 2019 (https://doi.org/10.1088/1741-4326/ab03a7) for the
W7-X Team.

characterization of transport in three-dimensional configu-
rations, especially at low plasma collisionalities. In this
work we present a new version of KNOSOS [5] (KiNetic
Orbit-averaging SOlver for Stellarators), a freely-available
open-source code that provides a fast computation of low
collisionality neoclassical transport in three-dimensional mag-
netic confinement devices by rigorously solving the radially
local bounce-averaged drift kinetic equation coupled to the
quasineutrality equation. Apart from its remarkable speed,
KNOSOS [5] includes physics often neglected in neoclassical
codes, such as the effect of the component of the magnetic
drift that is tangent to magnetic surfaces and the component of
the electrostatic potential that varies on the magnetic surface,
ϕ1 [6] (only recently did stellarator neoclassical codes start
to calculate ϕ1, and at a large computational cost, compared
to previous neoclassical calculations). The latter quantity can
have a strong impact on the radial transport of highly-charged
impurities in three-dimensional magnetic configurations [7].
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The fast calculation of the bounce averaged main ion distribu-
tion with KNOSOS opens the door to a fast evaluation of neo-
classical impurity transport in the trace impurity limit, using
recently-derived analytical expressions [7, 8].

An earlier version of KNOSOS [5] relied on closeness to
omnigeneity (i.e. to perfect optimization with respect to neo-
classical transport) to model neoclassical transport with a radi-
ally local equation. The new version of the code implements
and solves the local equations derived in [9], valid for stellara-
tors of large aspect ratio and arbitrary degree of neoclassical
optimization as long as the radial electric field is not too small
(see below). This significantly increases range of stellarators
in which the code can be rigorously applied, since stellarators
usually have relatively large aspect ratio, see e.g. the list of
configurations studied in [2]. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: in section 2, the motivation and goals are discussed
in detail. Section 3 presents the equations, whose implemen-
tation is described in section 4 and employed in the exam-
ples of section 5. In section 5.1 we show that, where appli-
cable, the new version of KNOSOS reproduces the results of
DKES, being orders of magnitude faster (a comparison of the
equations solved by KNOSOS and DKES is made in appendix
A). In section 5.2 we illustrate how, when the radial electric
field is small, by retaining the effect of the component of the
magnetic drift that is tangent to magnetic surfaces, KNOSOS
can describe the superbana-plateau transport regime of stel-
larators close to omnigeneity. Section 6 summarizes the results
and outlines several planned applications of KNOSOS.

2. Motivation and goal

Since the general goal of this work is to provide a fast and
accurate calculation of neoclassical transport of stellarators at
low collisionality, in this section we provide a brief overview
of the relevant transport regimes in the large aspect ratio limit
(a more detailed discussion can be found e.g. in [2, 3, 10]).
To that end, figure 1 represents the radial transport on a flux-
surface of a stellarator configuration as a function of the colli-
sionality ν∗ = Rν/(ιv) and the normalized radial electric field
Er/(vB00). Here, ν is the collision frequency and v is the mag-
nitude of the velocity (see section 3), R the major radius, ι is
the rotational transform, Er is the radial electric field and B00 is
the main Fourier component of B in Boozer coordinates. The
level of transport is represented by the so-called monoener-
getic transport coefficient D11, which is related to the radial
energy flux by

Qb ∼
∫ ∞

0
dv FM,bΥbD11. (1)

Here, FM,b is a Maxwellian distribution and Υb contains the
plasma gradients, see section 3. A precise definition of D11

can be found in [2, 5].
At high collisionality, a stellarator configuration displays

the same neoclassical transport regimes as an axisymmetric

tokamak: Pfirsch–Schlüter and plateau5. However, due to its
intrinsic three-dimensionality, its low-collisionality neoclassi-
cal regimes are stellarator specific: for ε3/2 � ν∗ � ρ∗/ε, with
ρ∗ = ρ/R the normalized Larmor radius, ε = a/R the inverse
aspect ratio and a the stellarator minor radius, the plasma
is in the 1/ν regime; for smaller collisionalities, ν∗ � ρ∗/ε,
the

√
ν or ν regimes dominate transport [9]. All these low-

collisionality regimes can be computed with standard neo-
classical codes such as DKES [11]. There are, however, two
limitations to what codes like DKES can do.

First, for small ν∗ (and Er of standard size) the distribu-
tion function becomes increasingly localized in phase space.
For this reason, while the high collisionality regimes are
easy to calculate numerically, the calculation of the

√
ν or ν

fluxes comes at a large computational cost. In the case of the
1/ν regime, this limitation has been circumvented by using
a code, NEO [12], that efficiently solves a bounce-averaged
drift-kinetic equation specific of the 1/ν regime of stellara-
tors. However, no equivalently fast code exists for the

√
ν and

ν regimes for general stellarator geometry (fast codes such
as GSRAKE [2, 13] and NEO-2 [14] can be applied to par-
ticular geometries). The lack of a fast neoclassical code for
such regimes has an impact on the availability of stellara-
tor optimization strategies (stellarator optimization is the term
employed to describe the tailoring of the magnetic configu-
ration to meet a certain series of criteria). Minimization of
neoclassical transport, a standard optimization criterion, usu-
ally targets the 1/ν flux [15]: the transport of electrons (that
are in the 1/ν regime) is reduced; this causes a negative Er that
indirectly reduces the transport of ions (that are expected to be
in the

√
ν or ν regimes). Although this optimization strategy

has proven to be successful (e.g. in the design of the stellarator
Wendelstein 7-X), addressing directly the

√
ν or ν flux as well

could lead to more efficient approaches, which could be bene-
ficial when additional criteria (such as magnetohydrodynamic
stability, reduced turbulence. . . ) exist.

Second, the above-mentioned regimes are obtained by solv-
ing a drift kinetic equation that neglects the component of the
magnetic drift that is tangent to the flux-surface in the parti-
cle orbits [2]. While this is correct if the aspect ratio 1/ε is
large and Er has the standard size (Er ∼ T/(ae), with T the
temperature and e the elementary charge; more precise def-
initions of ‘standard size’ and ‘small’ Er will be provided
in sections 5.1 and 5.2), there exist scenarios in which this
drift-kinetic equation is not accurate. Examples of this are
compact stellarators (stellarators with values of 1/ε down to
2.5 have been designed [16]) or plasma scenarios with elec-
tron temperature significantly greater than the ion tempera-
ture. An extreme example of this is the crossover region in
plasmas displaying electron root (Er > 0) in the core and ion

5 The DKES calculation of figure 1 is inaccurate at high collisionalities, due to
the use of a pitch-angle collision operator, see e.g. [7].
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Figure 1. Monoenergetic radial transport coefficient D11 as a function of the collisionality and normalized radial electric field. The higher
collisionality cases have been calculated with DKES, and the lower collisionality ones, with KNOSOS (in the large aspect ratio limit, as in
section 5.1).

root (Er < 0) closer to the edge, see e.g. [17]. In these sit-
uations, for ν∗ � ρ∗, an additional regime may appear [3],
the superbanana-plateau regime. However, because of the lack
of tangential magnetic drift, codes such as DKES will incor-
rectly predict a 1/ν regime. The collisionality range where
this happens is roughly indicated by a dashed closed line in
figure 1.

The goal of this work is twofold: first, to show that the
equations now implemented in KNOSOS produce fast and
accurate calculations of neoclassical transport for large aspect
ratio stellarators at low collisionality and radial electric field
of standard size; second, to provide examples of accurate (pro-
vided that the magnetic configuration has large aspect ratio and
is close to omnigeneity) computations at low collisionality and
small radial electric field.

3. Equations

We will employ spatial coordinates that are aligned with the
magnetic field B. The flux-surfaces are labelled by ψ = |Ψt|,
where 2πΨt is the toroidal magnetic flux, and α = θ − ιζ
labels magnetic field lines on the surface. Here, θ and ζ are
Boozer angles (the expression of the magnetic field in Boozer
coordinates is given in equation (14)) and ι is the rotational
transform. Finally, l is the arc length along the magnetic field
line. As for velocity phase space, we will employ the magni-
tude of the velocity v = |v|, the pitch-angle coordinate λ =
v2
⊥/(v2B) and the sign of the parallel velocity σ = v‖/|v‖|. As

usually, v‖ = v · B/B = σv
√

1 − λB and v⊥ =
√
v2 − v2

‖ .

In order to compute radial neoclassical transport at low
collisionality, we need to calculate, for each bulk species b,
gb(ψ,α,λ, v): the deviation of the distribution function from
a Maxwellian FM,b for trapped particles (i.e. for those whose
parallel velocity becomes zero at some point of their orbit). We

need to solve the following partial differential equation:

∫ lb2

lb1

dl
|v‖|

(
vM,b +

B
〈B〉vE

)
· ∇α

(
∂α + ∂αλ|J∂λ

)
gb

−
∫ lb2

lb1

dl
|v‖|

Clin
b [gb]

= −
∫ lb2

lb1

dl
|v‖|

(vM,b + vE) · ∇ψΥbFM,b, (2)

complemented with gb = 0 at the boundary between trapped
and passing particles. In this equation, the coefficients are inte-
grals over l, at constantα and λ, between bounce points lb1 and
lb2 , defined as the positions where v‖ = 0:

B(α, lb1 ) = B(α, lb2) =
1
λ
. (3)

On the right-hand side of equation (2),

Υb =
∂ψnb

nb
+

∂ψTb

Tb

(
mbv

2

2Tb
− 3

2

)
+

Zbe∂ψϕ0

Tb
(4)

is a combination of thermodynamical forces,

Clin
b [gb] =

νλ,bv‖
v2B

∂λ
(
v‖λ∂λgb

)
(5)

is the linearized pitch-angle collision operator, whose details
can be found in appendix A of [5], and

vM,b =
mbv

2

Zbe

(
1 − λB

2

)
B ×∇B

B3

vE = −∇ϕ× B
B2

(6)

3
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Table 1. Summary of assumptions and applicability of equation (2).

Starting point Equation (2)
Implemented in Section 4
Valid for Low collisionality, ε � 1 and. . .
. . . In two limits Er of standard size, Er ∼ Tb/(aZbe) Closeness to omnigeneity
Applicability Most stellarator scenarios Applied by all local codes when Er � Tb/(aZbe)
In this limit equation (2) leads to Equation (31) Equation (32)
Derived in [9] [3, 10]
Employed first in [9] and this work [5]
Can describe regimes 1/ν,

√
ν and ν 1/ν,

√
ν and superbanana-plateau

Main improvement w.r.t. DKES Fast computation Superbanana-plateau
Relevant for Stellarator optimization characterization of high T i experiments
Exemplified in Section 5.1 Section 5.2

are the magnetic and E × B drifts. In these equations, as
usual, mb is the mass, Zbe is the charge, Tb is the temperature
and nb is the density. The electrostatic potential ϕ = ϕ0(ψ) +
ϕ1(ψ,α, l) needs to be estimated by solving the ambipolar-
ity and quasineutrality equations (these equations are written
explicitly in [5, 10] and remain valid for large aspect ratio
stellarators) consistently with the drift-kinetic equation. Here,
ϕ0 is the piece of ϕ that does not depend on the angular
coordinates. Finally, the term with

∂αλ|J ≡ −

∫ lb2
lb1

dl
|v‖|

λ∂αB∫ lb2
lb1

dl
|v‖|

B
(7)

ensures that the particle orbits conserve the second adiabatic
invariant

J(ψ,α, v,λ) = 2v
∫ lb2

lb1

dl
√

1 − λB. (8)

This term constitutes the main difference with respect to the
equations solved in [5]. As we will discuss in sections 5.1 and
5.2, it is small for stellarators that are close to omnigeneity,
but has to be kept for large aspect ratio stellarators that are not.
The conservation of J can be checked by employing the triple
product rule and the identities

B = − 2
v2τb

∂λJ

∂αB = − 2
λv2τb

∂αJ, (9)

where the orbit average of a function f is defined as

f =
1
vτb

∑
σ

∫ lb2

lb1

dl
f (ψ,α, l, v,λ, σ)√

1 − λB
(10)

in the trapped region and

τb =
2
v

∫ lb2

lb1

dl
1√

1 − λB
(11)

is the bounce time. Finally, the factor B/ 〈B〉 in the E × B
drift, where 〈B〉 denotes the flux-surface average of B, will be
discussed in appendix A.

Let us end this section by laying out the assumptions made
for the derivation of equation (2) (details are discussed rigor-
ously in [3, 9]). At low collisionality, the motion of trapped
particles along B (i.e. in the l coordinate) is much faster than
collisions. In this limit, the distribution function becomes inde-
pendent of arc-length l and the coefficients of the equation are
integrals over l between the bounce points. This is therefore
an ansatz that is specific of a bounce-averaged code for radial
transport. The collisions in equation (2) are modelled by means
of a pitch-angle collision operator, which is common to DKES
and all the other monoenergetic codes in [2], and is valid for
trapped particles if the magnetic configuration has large aspect
ratio, ε � 1 (in order to perform accurate calculations for com-
pact stellarators, both KNOSOS and DKES would need a more
complete collision operator, see e.g. [18]).6

Finally, there are two limits in which neoclassical trans-
port can be modelled accurately by a drift kinetic equation
which only describes trapped particles and that is radially-
local (i.e. does not contain terms proportional to ∂ψgb, like
for example the drift-kinetic equation solved in [19]), such as
equation (2). First, when the configuration is close enough to
omnigeneity. The previous version of KNOSOS [5] made use
of this limit. Second, when, additionally to ε � 1, Er is of
standard size [9]. In appendix A we show that, in this limit,
equation (2) is equivalent to the drift-kinetic equation solved
by DKES.

The version of KNOSOS presented in this work solves
numerically equation (2), and is therefore valid in these two
limits and in particular can now describe large aspect ratio stel-
larators irrespectively of its degree of optimization for Er of
standard size. The implementation of equation (2) is discussed
in section 4 and its application in the two limits is demonstrated
in sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. This discussion and the
content of the rest of the paper is outlined in table 1.

6 Additionally, a single-species collision operator is accurate for calculating
ion transport, i.e. Ci = Cii + Cie ≈ Cii , due to

√
me/mi � 1. For electrons,

however, Ce = Cee + Cei, and Cei cannot be neglected in the electron drift-
kinetic equation. In order to overcome this limitation, an effective pitch-
angle-scattering collision frequency νλ,e = νλ,ee + νλ,ei is usually employed,
see [2, 5] for more details.
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4. Numerical solution of equation (2)
In this section we provide an overview of how equation (2)
is solved. The same implementation will be valid for the two
limits in which the equation will be employed. In particular,
most of what was discussed in section 3 of [5] for stellarators
close to omnigeneity remains valid, and in this section we will
focus mainly on what has changed. We start by providing a
more explicit expression of equation (2):(

IvM,α (α,λ) +
∂ψϕ0

vd,b
IvE,α(α,λ)

)(
∂α + ∂αλ|J∂λ

)
gb

− νλ,b

vd,b
∂λ [Iν(α,λ)∂λgb]

= −
(

IvM,ψ (α,λ) +
1
vd,b

IvE,ψ (α,λ)

)
FM,bΥb, (12)

with

IvE,α = Ψ′
t

∫ lb2

lb1

dl√
1 − λB

,

IvM,α =

∫ lb2

lb1

dl√
1 − λB

(
1 − λB

2

)

×
[
Ψ′

t
∂ψB

B
+

Bζ∂θB − Bθ∂ζB
B|Bζ + ιBθ|

ζ∂ψι

]
,

IvE,ψ =

∫ lb2

lb1

dl√
1 − λB

Bθ∂ζϕ1 − Bζ∂θϕ1

|Bζ + ιBθ|
,

IvM,ψ =

∫ lb2

lb1

dl√
1 − λB

(
1 − λB

2

)
Bθ∂ζB − Bζ∂θB

B|Bζ + ιBθ|
,

Iν =
∫ lb2

lb1

dl
λ
√

1 − λB
B

,

∂αλ|J = −
(∫ lb2

lb1

dl
B√

1 − λB

)/(∫ lb2

lb1

dl
λ∂αB√
1 − λB

)
.

(13)

Here, Bψ = 0, Bθ and Bζ are the covariant components of B in
Boozer coordinates

B = Bψ∇ψ + Bθ∇θ + Bζ∇ζ, (14)

with Bψ = 0 in the low-β approximation.
The radial coordinateψ is a parameter in equation (13), and

radially-local independent calculations can thus be performed
at different flux-surfaces of a magnetic configuration. Simi-
larly, the magnitude of the velocity v is a parameter, and so-
called monoenergetic calculations can be performed separately
for a range of values of v; then, quantities such as the radial
energy flux can be computed efficiently by Gauss–Laguerre
integration on v of the corresponding solutions, as discussed
at the end of section 3.3 of [5].

The main difference between KNOSOS and other neoclas-
sical codes is that l is not a variable: gb is independent of the
arc-length and the coefficients of equation (13) are bounce-
integrals, whose fast and accurate integration by means of an

extended midpoint rule is discussed in detail in section 3.2
and the appendices of [5]. Furthermore, the dependence of
transport on the magnetic configuration and the species has
been separated in equation (13). The integrals of equation (13)
depend on the former, while the latter is encapsulated in

vd,b ≡ mbv
2

Zbe
, (15)

together with νλ,b, FM,b and Υb (these three quantities contain
as well information of the kinetic profiles). For this reason, the
integrals of equation (13) need to be calculated once and can
then be employed in subsequent calculations for other species
or plasma parameters.

The resulting drift-kinetic equation is thus a differential
equation in two variables, α and λ. In the next two subsec-
tions, we describe how the bidimensional grid is constructed,
and how the drift-kinetic equation is discretized.

4.1. New spatial grid

The distribution function gb, as well as the coefficients that
need to be computed to solve the drift-kinetic equation, are
evaluated in a discrete set of points (α,λ). In this subsec-
tion we summarize how these points are selected. The pitch
angle variable is discretized exactly as in [5]: we employ a
uniform grid with Nλ + 1 values between λ1 ≡ 1/Bmax and
λNλ+1 ≡ 1/Bmin, being Bmax and Bmin the maximum and min-
imum of B on the flux-surface respectively. λNλ+1 will be a
ghost point where the boundary conditions at the bottom of the
well are imposed. It must be noted that, in a non-omnigenous
stellarator, the magnetic field well depth depends on α, an so
does the maximum reachable value of λ. For an arbitrary field
line there may exist less points than λNλ+1 in the λ grid (when
this is the case, the role of ghost point will be played by a grid
point with smaller index). As in [5], when integrating in λ, we
will use the extended trapezoidal rule.

We use figure 2 (top), which shows one example of stel-
larator flux surface (of the standard Wendelstein 7-X config-
uration, discussed in section 5.1) to describe how the angular
grid is now built. First, a field line is followed until it com-
pletes a large number (of the order of 100) of toroidal peri-
ods, Nα. Along this line, the yellow points are selected with
uniform spacing in the toroidal angle, starting at ζ = 0. This
spacing is (2π/N)/Nl, being Nl a power of 2 comparable to
Nα (this will be useful for a fast computation of the Fourier
transform, needed when solving quasineutrality). Next, peri-
odicity is employed to project all these grid points onto the
first toroidal period. The result is a bidimensional grid in α
and l, of size Nα ×Nl, as shown in figure 2 (bottom) in light
blue. It is aligned with the field lines and (except for values of ι
close to a rational surface) samples correctly a toroidal period
(in general, non uniformly in α). This is a procedure similar to
the one employed e.g. by NEO [12]. In the previous version of
KNOSOS, several field lines, uniformely distributed in α, were
followed, instead of one.

This new discretization facilitates an improved sampling of
the region of phase space where barely trapped particles live,
which can be necessary for an accurate calculation of the

√
ν

5
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Figure 2. Construction of the angular grid (see text) for a flux
surface of Wendelstein 7-X (top); zoom (bottom).

and ν regimes at low collisionality. The green circles of figure
2 correspond to maxima of the magnetic field strength along
the magnetic field line. Most trapped particles are so in a major
well that coincides with one field period (black continuous
arrow). In other words, their bounce points lb1 and lb2 are two
consecutive green points, separated toroidally by a characteris-
tic angular distance ∼ 2π/N. This distance will be smaller for
large values of λ, close to the bottom of the magnetic well.
Conversely, particles with relatively small λ will have their
bounce points separated by several toroidal periods. The field-
line segment that constitutes the spatial grid has been chosen
so that the value of B at the two extremes is as close as possible
to Bmax (in a non-rational flux-surface, B at the two extremes
could be exactly equal to Bmax only after an infinite number of
toroidal turns). As a consequence of this, those particles with λ
close enough to 1/Bmax will bounce back and forth between the
two extremes of the segment (part of the trajectory is marked
by the black dashed arrow). These particles are trapped with
their bounce points separated Nα toroidal field periods. If we

have chosen a long enough segment, the trajectory practically
samples the whole flux-surface, and we can set this λ to be the
boundary between trapped and passing, i.e. gb = 0 for these
particles. Particles with smaller λ will be considered to be
passing, and will not contribute to radial transport.

A discretization scheme that follows a single field line could
result inefficient for sampling a flux-surface close enough to
a rational surface, specially if the magnetic shear is small.
In those cases, the previous discretization would give better
results. However, we will see in figure 6 (top right), obtained
for the low-shear stellarator Wendelstein 7-X, that this does not
prevent the new version of KNOSOS from providing smooth
profiles.

To conclude this subsection, we note that several rip-
ple wells, indicated by grey arrows, have been found in the
example of figure 2 (grey arrows). As a consequence of this, at
a givenα and λ, several wells may exist (i.e. several pairs of lb1

and lb2 ), and an additional integer labelw needs to be employed
for them. Altogether, three integers can be used to label any
point (αi,λ j,w) of this grid: i runs from 1 to Nα, j from 1 to
Nλ and w = I, II, . . . is an integer that labels wells for a given
α and λ. At a given point, we define gi, j,w ≡ gb(αi,λ j,w),
Iν,i, j,w ≡ Iν (αi,λ j,w), and the same applies to any function of
the phase space (in order to ease the notation, gi, j,w does not
contain a species index).

4.2. New discretization of the orbits

In section 4.1 we have built the grid in variables α and λ. The
final step in the discretization of the drift-kinetic equation is
how we approximate the derivatives of gb of equation (12) at
each point of this grid.

Three different kinds of terms need to be discretized: the
boundary conditions, the collision operator and the orbits. The
two former contain only derivatives in λ at fixed α, and have
not changed with respect to [5], where they were explained in
detail. Things are different with the orbits, since both the drift-
kinetic equation and the grid are now slightly different. This
term reads(

IvM,α (α,λ) +
∂ψϕ0

vd,b
IvE,α(α,λ)

)(
∂α + ∂αλ|J∂λ

)
gb. (16)

As written in equation (16), this term contains derivatives in
α (at constant λ) and λ (at constant α) and, at an arbitrary
point, non-centered finite differences with first-order accuracy
are used. For a given flux surface, for each solution of the drift-
kinetic equation, the sign of the coefficient in front of ∂αgb (i.e.
the direction of the flow in the α direction) indicates whether
forward or backward differences are employed, i.e.

∂αgb|i, j,w =
gi+1, j,w − gi, j,w

αi+1 − αi
(17)

or
∂αgb|i, j,w =

gi, j,w − gi−1, j,w

αi − αi−1
. (18)

The same applies to ∂λgb, where forward differences

∂λgb|i, j,w =
gi, j+1,w − gi, j,w

λ j+1 − λ j
(19)
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or backward differences

∂λgb|i, j,w =
gi, j,w − gi, j−1,w

λ j − λ j−1
(20)

are used depending on the sign of the flow and of ∂αλ|J .
The direction of the flow depends on the plasma parameters,
species, and λ. For this reason, during the first stages of the
neoclassical calculation, all the above discretizations are cal-
culated. Then, for any particular subsequent calculation (for
instance, ions in the presence of a given value of Er) and
for each λ, the appropriate combination of the pre-calculated
discretizations is employed at different points of phase-space.

An sketch of the α grid is depicted in figure 3 (top). In this
example, for small and large values of α, equations (17) and
(18) can be employed (except at α1 andαNα , where periodicity
needs to be imposed, see below). However, things are different
in the vicinity of αi0 . When moving from small values of α
up to αi0 , B becomes larger than 1/λ j for some values of l.
As a consequence of this, the orbit breaks into two orbits, one
in region I and the other one in region II. Continuity of gb is
imposed there to discretize the forward derivative at i0 − 1,

∂αgb|i0−1, j,I =
gi0, j,I − gi0−1, j,I

αi0 − αi0−1
=

gi0, j,II − gi0−1, j,I

αi0 − αi0−1
, (21)

and the backward derivative at i0,

∂αgb|i0, j,I =
gi0, j,I − gi0−1, j,I

αi0 − αi0−1
,

∂αgb|i0, j,II =
gi0, j,II − gi0−1, j,I

αi0 − αi0−1
. (22)

At values of α immediately above αi0 , equations (17) and (18)
are again valid (and applied separately at regions I and II).
However, there is a value of α, at which regions I and II merge
again into a single well labelled again I. There, expressions
equivalent to equations (21) and (22) need to be employed.

Periodicity in α is easily imposed by replacing equation
(17) at i = Nα with

∂αgb|Nα , j,w =
g1, j,w − gNα, j,w

2π + α1 − αNα

, (23)

and equation (18) at i = 1 with

∂αgb|1, j,w =
g1, j,w − gNα , j,w

2π + α1 − αNα

. (24)

Close to the boundary between passing and trapped, at j = 2,
equation (20) needs to be complemented with the boundary
condition

gi,1,w = 0, (25)

which yields

∂λgb|i,2,w =
gi,2,w

λ2 − λ1
. (26)

At the bottom, for the field line where B reaches the minimum
value on the flux-surface, the regularity condition reads

Figure 3. Top: sketch of grid in α space at fixed λ. The derivatives
with respect to α at constant λ are discretized as in equations (17)
and (18) except close to the limits of the grid (α1 and αNα ) and to
bifurcations (e.g. αi0). Bottom: sketch of grid in α space at larger λ
(the grid at smaller λ is plotted for reference in dashed thin blue
line). αi1 is a point where the backward derivative is discretized as
discussed in equation (29).

∂λ [Iν∂λgb] |i,Nλ,w = −Iν,i,Nλ−1,w

× gi,Nλ,w − gi,Nλ−2,w

(λNλ+1 − λNλ−1)(λNλ
− λNλ−2)

,

(27)

where we have employed that Iν,i, j,w is zero at exactly the bot-
tom of the well, j = Nλ + 1, and gi,Nλ+1,w (which is defined
on a region of phase-space of vanishing volume) does not need
to be computed. Additionally, because ∂λ [Iν∂λgb] |i,Nλ ,w is not
written explicitly in terms of a second order derivative, its dis-
cretization extends beyond nearest neighbours. For field lines
where the minimum of B is larger, similar contour conditions
can be written, that avoid having to evaluate equation (19) at
points j such that gi, j+1,w is not defined.

This problem is not restricted to the bottom of the well or
to the derivative with respect to λ. While in an omnigenous
magnetic field, the contours of minimum B on a flux surface
encircle (toroidally, poloidally, or helically) the plasma, this is

7
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not the case for a generic stellarator, where local minima of B
exist on the flux surface. Close to these minima, moving in α
at constant large λ is not always possible, as these trajectories
may not exist, and the same happens with moving in λ at con-
stantα even if j > Nλ − 1. This situation is illustrated in figure
3 (bottom), at αi1 , where equation (18) cannot be employed. A
model was used in [5] for dealing with these points, but here
we can do that rigorously by recalling that equation (16) can be
interpreted as a derivative in α at constant J. Then, one can use
equation (18) but replacing gi1−1, j,w with a linear interpolation

∂αgb|i1, j,w =
gi1, j,w − Wgi1−1, j0+1,w − (1 − W)gi1−1, j0,w

αi1 − αi1−1
,

(28)
where j0 and W in the linear interpolation have been chosen so
that

J(αi1−1,λ j,w) = WJ(αi1−1,λ j0+1,w)

+ (1 − W)J(αi1−1,λ j0 ,w) (29)

and, if possible,

J(αi1−1,λ j0+1,w) < J(αi1−1,λ j,w) < J(αi1−1,λ j0 ,w) (30)

in order to favour interpolation over extrapolation (this means
that, although it will be frequent that j0 = j or j0 + 1 = j, it
will not always be the case). This procedure is followed in all
the situations in which the nearest neighbour (in the sense of
equations (17)–(20)) does not exist.

We end this section by reminding the reader that, for each
of the species b, we end up with an equation that is linear
in gb and can be written as a linear problem in matrix form.
The matrix that represents the orbits and the collision opera-
tor is square with approximately Nλ ×Nα elements per row,
and sparse. Although their relative weight varies with νλ,b,
vd,b and ∂ψϕ0, the non-zero elements are always at the same
position for a given flux surface. As [5], we solve the linear
problem with a direct solver from the PETSc library based on
LU factorization.

5. Results

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the new
version of KNOSOS . In section 5.1 we benchmark it against
DKES in the large aspect ratio limit. In section 5.2, we show
the effect of the component of the magnetic drift that is tangent
to magnetic surfaces in the analysis of stellarator transport.

5.1. Fast and accurate calculation at low ν∗ and Er of
standard size

In this section, we deal with the neoclassical transport of bulk
species b in large aspect ratio stellarators (ε � 1) for radial
electric fields of size Er ∼ Tb/(a Zbe) (this is the standard
size of a radial electric field that is solution of an ambipolar-
ity equation in which bulk species b intervenes). As a con-
sequence, in equation (2), the terms including vM,b · ∇α and

vE · ∇ψ are negligible. We are left with∫ lb2

lb1

dl
|v‖|

B
〈B〉vE · ∇α

(
∂α + ∂αλ|J∂λ

)
gb

−
∫ lb2

lb1

dl
|v‖|

Clin
b [gb] = −

∫ lb2

lb1

dl
|v‖|

vM,b · ∇ψΥbFM,b.

(31)

This equation rigorously models the transport of large aspect-
ratio stellarators at low collisionality and Er of standard size
[9]. Specifically, it describes the 1/ν regime (when ε3/2 �
ν∗ � ρ∗/ε) and the

√
ν or ν regimes (ν∗ � ρ∗/ε). For large

aspect ratio, this equation coincides with the orbit average
of the equation solved by DKES (including the incompress-
ible E × B drift [11, 20], which is correct when ε � 1 and
Er ∼ Tb/(a Zbe)). More details are given in appendix A.

In order to benchmark KNOSOS, we perform calculations
of the monoenergetic transport coefficient D11 as a func-
tion of the collisionality and normalized radial electric field.
We do so for five magnetic configurations (seven differ-
ent flux-surfaces in each case, labelled by s = ψ/ψLCMS =
0.005, 0.046, 0.128, 0.250, 0.413, 0.617and 0.862, whereψ =
ψLCMS at the last closed flux-surface) in the configuration
space of the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X: low-mirror (officially
labelled AIM), standard (EIM), high-mirror (KJM), high-iota
(FTM) and low-iota (DBM). This set comprises configurations
with varying degree of optimization with respect to neoclas-
sical transport. Figures 4 and 5 show a selection of the cal-
culations, corresponding to s = 0.128. The agreement with
DKES is good (in some cases of small collisionality and large
Er, the error bars of DKES, calculated as indicated in [21]
are exceedingly large). Additionally, the computing time is
much smaller: the full characterization of the flux-surface takes
a few seconds, while it may need up to tens of hours with
DKES.

5.2. Fast and accurate calculation at low ν∗ and small Er

In this section, we address the neoclassical transport of
large aspect ratio stellarators for small radial electric fields
(Er � Tb/(a Zbe)). We will assume that the stellarator is
close enough to omnigeneity, so that a local equation can
be employed. As a consequence, in equation (2), the terms
vM,b · ∇α and vE · ∇ψ are not negligible, but the term ∂αλ|J∂λ
is [3]. This yields

∫ lb2

lb1

dl
|v‖|

(
vM,b +

B
〈B〉vE

)
· ∇α∂αgb

−
∫ lb2

lb1

dl
|v‖|

Clin
b [gb] = −

∫ lb2

lb1

dl
|v‖|

(vM,b + vE) · ∇ψΥbFM,b ,

(32)

This equation models rigorously the transport of opti-
mized large-aspect ratio stellarators at low collisionality [5].
Specifically, for small Er, it describes the 1/ν regime (for
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Figure 4. Magnetic field strength on the flux-surface (left) and monoenergetic radial transport coefficient D11 as a function of the
collisionality and normalized radial electric field (right). The calculations correspond to configurations AIM (top), EIM (center) and KJM
(bottom) of Wendelstein 7-X.

ε3/2 � ν∗ � ρ∗) and the superbanana-plateau or
√
ν regimes

(for ν∗ � ρ∗ and depending on details of the magnetic field
[10]); for large Er, it describes the 1/ν regime (when ε3/2 �
ν∗ � ρ∗/ε) and the

√
ν regime (ν∗ � ρ∗/ε). We note that even

though the term with ∂αλ|J∂λ is small in this limit, retaining
it can be useful in order to deal numerically with very deeply
trapped particles [5].

In order to assess the effect of tangential magnetic drift on
transport, we compare two calculations: in the first one, we
solve equation (2) with ϕ1 set to zero; in the second one, we
solve equation (31). We perform the calculations using as input
the experimental profiles and magnetic configuration (EIM)
of a W7-X discharge: #180918041, studied in detail in [22].
It corresponds to a so-called ‘high-performance’ plasma, in
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Figure 5. Magnetic field strength on the flux-surface (left) and monoenergetic radial transport coefficient D11 as a function of the
collisionality and normalized radial electric field (right). The calculations correspond to configurations FTM (top) and DBM (bottom) of
Wendelstein 7-X.

which the ion turbulence has been reduced and neoclassics pro-
vides the main contribution to ion energy transport in the core
region [23]. Figure 6 (top left) shows this neoclassical Qi as a
function of the radial electric field at radial position r/a = 0.5.
A well-known qualitative behaviour is observed [24]: the large
peak in Qi that appears at Er = 0 when solving equation (31)
(or, equivalently, when using DKES) is reduced in height and
moves towards negative values of Er (an opposite effect takes
place, not shown in the figure, for the electrons). The difference
δQi between the two calculations for a given value of Er is thus
strongest for small Er. Figure 6 (top right) shows the radial
profile of neoclassical Qi for discharge: #180918041. It can
be observed that the neoclassical predictions change quantita-
tively, but not qualitatively, with δQi around 10% at r/a < 0.5
(and negligible for outer positions, where the collisionality is
large). The reason is that the ambipolar value of Er is never
too small. Furthermore, as indicated by the squares in figure
6 (top left), the small change in the ambipolar radial electric
field goes in the direction of making δQi small.

The calculation of figure 6 (top right) has been per-
formed employing a very simple parallelization strategy: each
flux-surface has been computed by a different computer node.

Parallelization of other features of the calculation (the loop
in species, the scan in values of Er of figure 6 (top left), the
bounce-integrals of equation (13)) is under study, and could
result in an important enhancement of the code performance.

Even if the effect discussed in this section is small, and very
likely lies within the precision of the calculations (that come
e.g. from the error bars in the measured plasma profiles), it
is systematic, and is likely to become larger in other relevant
scenarios. In W7-X, the inverse aspect ratio is very small, and
therefore very small Er is needed in order for the tangential
magnetic drift to become of the size of the E × B drift. This
is not the case of the large helical device, see e.g. [5, 24].
And even within the configuration space of W7-X, there is
a variety of scenarios. For the high-mirror (KJM) configura-
tion of W7-X, the tangential magnetic drift is relatively larger,
specially at higher β due to the diamagnetic effect (the con-
finement of energetic ions relies precisely on enhancing their
precession on the flux-surface). Finally, for any configuration,
an accurate description of the particle orbits will be neces-
sary at high enough temperature. In order to quantify this, in
figure 6 (bottom) we repeat the calculation of figure 6 (top left)
for 8 W7-X discharges selected from [25]. Two trends can be
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Figure 6. Neoclassical ion energy flux as a function of the radial electric field at radial position r/a = 0.5 (top left), and as a function of the
radial position (top right). Relative change in the ion energy flux caused by the tangential magnetic drift (bottom).

observed: δQi/Qi increases with decreasing niT
−5/2
i (i.e. for

decreasing weight of collisions with respect to the drifts on
the flux-surface) and decreasing e|Er|/(aTi) (a value ∼1 indi-
cates a radial electric field of standard size). If forthcoming
campaigns of W7-X are able to reach ion temperatures of the
order of 4 keV, δQi/Qi ∼ 1 is a possibility to be considered.

6. Summary

In this work, we have presented a new version of KNOSOS, a
powerful low-collisionality neoclassical code that is extremely
fast, and at the same time, can calculate physical effects usu-
ally neglected: tangential magnetic drift and ϕ1. Thanks to the
implementation of new bounce-averaged equations, KNOSOS
can now handle any large aspect ratio stellarator magnetic con-
figuration. There is a wide variety of plasma physics problems
that it can be applied to. A non exhaustive list includes the anal-
ysis of experimental discharges, stellarator optimization and
the provision of input (Er, ϕ1 or the neoclassical distribution
function gb) for other transport simulations.
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Appendix A. Discussion on the drift-kinetic
equation for large aspect ratio stellarators

In this appendix we discuss how equation (31) coincides at
low collisionalities and large aspect ratio with the drift kinetic-
equation solved by the codeDKES. Let h(ψ,α, l, v,λ, σ) be the
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non-adiabatic component of the deviation of the ion distribu-
tion from a Maxwellian distribution (in this appendix we drop
the species index). The function h is defined in the trapped and
passing regions of the phase space; it depends on l (it is not an
orbit-averaged quantity) and σ (i.e. it is not even in the parallel
velocity). DKES computes h by solving [11]

B2

〈B2〉vE ·
(
∇h − λ

B
∇B∂λh

)

+ v‖
B
B
· ∇h + vM · ∇ψΥFM = Clin[h] . (A.1)

Equation (A.1) is typically solved imposing the following
regularity conditions in the derivatives with respect to λ:

λ∂λh = 0 at λ = 0 (A.2)

and
|v‖∂λh| < ∞ at points with v‖ = 0. (A.3)

Note that equation (A.1), together with the boundary condi-
tions (A.2) and (A.3), do not completely determine h: one can
add an arbitrary function of ψ and v to h and obtain another
solution of (2) that also satisfies (A.2) and (A.3). This func-
tion is typically unimportant (it does not give radial transport,
for example).

In equation (A.1), (B2/
〈
B2

〉
)vE is an incompressible

approximation to the E × B drift vE, and this allows DKES to
solve the drift-kinetic equation by means of a variational prin-
ciple. This approximation is correct for ε � 1, except for very
large values of radial electric field, Er � T/(aZe) [20]. For
ε � 1, equation (A.1) is equivalent to

vE ·
(
∇h − λ

〈B〉∇B∂λh

)

+ v‖
B
B
· ∇h + vM,b · ∇ψΥFM,b = Clin[h] .

(A.4)

The orbit averaging of equation (A.4) yields

vE · ∇l

(
∂l h − λ

〈B〉∂αB∂λh

)

+ vE · ∇α

(
∂αh − λ

〈B〉∂αB∂λh

)
+ vM · ∇ψΥFM = Clin[h],

(A.5)

where we have used that vE · ∇α = ϕ′
0/Ψ

′
t is constant on the

flux-surface, and the orbit average of a function f is defined
by equation (10) for trapped particles and by

f =

〈
B f /v‖

〉〈
B/v‖

〉 , (A.6)

for passing particles. The function h can be decomposed into
its bounce-average and a component that fluctuates along the
orbit

h = h + h f , (A.7)

which leads to

(vE · ∇l ) f ∂l h f − λ

〈B〉∂l (vE · ∇l )B∂λh

− λ

〈B〉 (∂l (vE · ∇l )B) f ∂λh f

+ vE · ∇α

(
∂αh − λ

〈B〉∂αB∂λh − λ

〈B〉 (∂αB) f ∂λh f

)

+ vM · ∇ψΥFM = Clin[h + h f ], (A.8)

where we have used ∂lh = 0. For large aspect ratio stellarators,
it is shown in [9] that the contribution of passing particles to
radial transport is small at low collisionality, so equation (A.8)
needs to be solved in the trapped region only. Furthermore,
several terms in (A.8) are demonstrated to be small in ε � 1,
which leads to

vE · ∇α

(
∂αh − λ

〈B〉 ; ∂αB∂λh

)

+ vM · ∇ψΥFM = Clin[h]. (A.9)

We have thus arrived at equation (A.9), which differs from
equation (31) (with h = gb) by terms that are small in ε � 1.
Even though equation (A.9) is obtained more naturally from
equation (A.4), equation (31) possesses a desirable property: it
conserves the second adiabatic invariant J exactly, as discussed
in section 3, and not only up to small terms in ε.
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